
 

TSP Injection Relocation Kit Installation Guide 
Please note that this is a quick put together guide to help with installation, and is subject to updates/changes. 

Please ensure you take your time to read through this and reference the 
photos ahead of time to make the ease of installation as smooth as possible. 

We highly recommend installing this with our TSP IRK re-tune for the best 
results. 

Did you know? We have a full install video of this product on our website & YouTube, which 
can be viewed under ‘Installation Instructions’ section of the website. 

 

 

This guide is only suit 2018-on 250/300TPI models, for 150TPI models please see the video listed 
instead. 

 

 

Please note: If you have linkage suspension or fitted aftermarket rear suspension, it’s possible that 
the sensor/mount will rub up against your rear shock in the earlier released injector relocation 

kits. You may need to shave the mount down to enable clearance, which can be seen at the end of 
STEP 15. (This bracket has been updated as of Late January 2023 and it now does not have any 

fitment issues, but this note is left on the instructions in-case a customer fits an older kit) 
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Please note – R2 Tune is for anyone that has R2 and 
later tunes (R2/R3/R4 etc). This should be written on 

the back of your ECU, but if you are unsure please 
contact your distributor directly so they can advise 

which tune you have. 



TSP Injection Relocation Kit Installation Guide start 
 

Step 1: Remove your seat, fuel tank & air filter. Your fuel tank is removed via the 4 x bolts that go 
into the radiator mounts, and the center bolt in the middle of the fuel tank. Ensure to release the 
quick release fuel fitting and take care un-plugging the electrical connection on the right-hand side 
of the tank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2: Remove silencer/muffler from the expansion chamber. 

 

 



Step 3: Loosen top subframe bolts (do not remove), then loosen and remove bottom bolts. Loosen 
rear hose clamp on throttle body (as seen in below photo), then tilt up subframe (see second photo). 

 

 



Step 4: Unplug the air temperature sensor (white plug on air boot) & remove the power valve 
breather hose from the air boot (black hose on barbed fitting shown in photo).  

You can then relocate the Power valve breather hose on the inner right hand side of the frame, 
and cable tie it to the frame. 

 

Step 5: Remove air boot from the air box and use a T20 Torx bit to remove the air temperature 
sensor from the air boot. Ensure to keep the screws as you will use them again shortly. 

 



Step 6: Use a long tool like a screwdriver to pop out the barbed fitting where the Power valve 
breather used to connect. You can remove it by putting a screwdriver down the barbed fitting and 
pushing upwards to pop it out of the moulding. You can see in the photo with a bit of leverage it is 
already starting to pop out of the air boot. Once it removed you will not require this fitting anymore. 

 

 

IMPORTANT: Please note only for 2018-2019 models: Your airbox will have a slightly larger hole 
after removing this fitting from the airbox compared to the 2020-on models. You will be required to 
fit the supplied 8mm x 2.5mm thick O-ring into the lip to make it a snug fit for when you get to Step 
14. If you do not do this, it will not seal properly and you could get dust in your airbox. 

 



Step 7: Using an 8.5mm drill bit, heat the end of drill bit with a blow torch. Proceed to drill out the 
hole where the air temperature sensor used to be located (see second picture). The drill bit needs to 
be hot to ensure the drill doesn’t catch so it creates clean hole. A cold drill bit will make it quite hard 
to drill out the hardened plastic. 

 

 



Step 8: Back to the bike, remove both injectors and connecting fuel hose assembly from the bike, 
then remove both the injectors from the assembly. Undo all hose clamps on the original hose 
assembly, disconnect hoses and lay all parts on the bench as we will be re-using some of these parts. 
The hoses labeled L & R can be put to the side as they are not required for this installation. 

 

Step 9: Use the supplied two lengths of fuel hose and supplied hose clamps to create a new hose 
assembly/layout as pictured below: 

 



Step 10: Remove the bottom O-ring from the right injector, as well as the dust seal. Then fit injector 
into new supplied main injector mount as shown. You will need to push upwards firmly but ensure 
the top O-ring does not get pinched (see second picture for secure fit) 

 

 

Please note: The newer style bracket has the air temp sensor rotated into a ‘C’ Shape rather than a 
‘U’ Shape. Do not be alarmed if yours is not the same as pictured. 



Step 11: Slide injector cover into position so the injector is captive in the mount (First picture shown 
before sliding into position, second picture shows it in its correct position. It should only go together 
one way) 

 

 

 



Step 12: Take injector mount gasket and remove one side of the adhesive covering. Then place/stick 
gasket carefully on the underside of the injector mount as shown. You will be removing the bottom 
side of this adhesive in step 15. 

 

Step 13: Take your air temperature sensor and remove the genuine small O-ring on the air 
temperature sensor tip. Then place the O-ring over the tip of the injector as shown. 

 



 

Step 14: Insert the air temperature sensor into where the hole left by the Power valve breather was 
previously located. The air temperature sensor will seat snug in the hole creating an air-tight seal; 
however, we recommend to add some silicon to guarantee a perfect seal.  

If you have aftermarket rear suspension, you may find you have to mount this vertically so it does 
not rub on your rear suspension (Picture reference shown end of Step 15) 

 



Step 15: Remove the bottom side adhesive cover from the gasket then take our complete injector & 
mount, then line up the two pins on the injector mount with the bolt hole on the air temperature 

sensor.  

You will then rotate the injector mount down and mount it so it seats on the original mount for the 
air temperature sensor. (Ensure you mount it upside down so the O-ring does not fall from the tip of 

the injector) 

 

 

 



How it should look mounted correctly: 

 

(OLD KITS ONLY – if your bracket has the temp sensor rotated, ignore this section) If you are 
running an aftermarket rear shock or linkage suspension and the above set-up hits against your 
shock when re-fitted: You will need to rotate the temp sensor and then file/grind down the mount 
to roughly where the red line so it clears your suspension. The sensor will still hold safely in place, 
but we highly recommend using silicon on the base of the sensor. 

 



(OLD KITS ONLY – if your bracket has the temp sensor rotated, ignore this section) Here is a picture 
from a top-view of how much you should only need to grind/file away (red line as a guide): 

 

Step 16: Take the two screws that you left aside before that you removed from the air temperature 
sensor and use them to secure the injector mount to the air boot. If necessary, you can move/swivel 
the injector side to side to gain more access to the bolt holes. Do up screws hand tight, they do not 
need to be excessively tightened. 

 



How it looks all mounted up. 

 

 

Step 17: Re-install completed rubber boot assembly back into the airbox & reconnect air 
temperature sensor plug. (Sensor is not plugged in on the below photo) 

 



Step 18: Rotate subframe back into position, ensuring you align the throttle body to the air boot, 
and fasten with the hose clamp you removed in step 3. Ensure you re-install the removed bolts in 
the subframe and fasten the bolts to recommended torque specifications (see service manual for 
correct specifications if you are unsure) 

Step 19: Connect electrical plug with the Orange & brown/white wires to the newly mounted intake 
injector. Ensure there is enough slack on the wire, so it is not pulling the injector on an angle. 

 

Step 20: Take your fuel assembly that you put together in step 9 and slide the hose over the new 
injector mount. Tighten the hose clamp from above through the frame. 

 



Step 21: Re-install the left injector with the original injector cap into the left-hand side of the 
cylinder. It is important that this injector is fitted to the cylinder prior to fitting the hose assembly 
to the injector to ensure the hose is not pulling or pressing on the rear injector. 

 

Step 22: Fit the hose assembly to the left side injector, ensuring that the hose assembly is not 
pushing/pulling excessively on the rear injector. Connect injector plug with the remaining Orange & 
Grey/black wires to the left-hand side injector. 

 

 

 

 

See below how it should look all finished on the left-hand side: 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 23: Now take your hand side injector mount, and your supplied injector blank and rubber cap. 
Ensure the O-rings are fitted onto the injector blank.  

 

Fit them together as shown in the next photo. The Injector blank presses into the injector mount, 
then fit the rubber cap. 

 

 



Step 24 (final step): Fit the assembly into the right-hand side cylinder to block off where your right 
injector used to be located. The blank will press-fit into the cylinder, then do up the mount with the 
two genuine bolts. 

 

 

 

That is the TSP injector relocation kit all finished! Re-install your ECU with our tune and ensure that 
there are no leaks on the initial first run. 

 

Do not be alarmed if both injectors are firing, when the bike is cold sometimes both injectors will 
fire. If the bike is up to operating temperature, the injector in the intake should only fire under load. 

 

If you also purchased a TSP oil pump delete kit, please go onto the next section on how to get that 
setup so you can run pre-mix!  

 

 

 

 



Oil Pump Delete Kit 
This is a very straight forward guide with some basic questions answered, so let’s get to it! 

Important note: DO NOT use this kit with the injectors in the stock location as it will starve the 
bottom end of oil. 

Step 1: Unplug your oil tank connector (green plug) with a press tab on the side. 

 

Step 2: Plug in our resistor which will trick the ECU into thinking it’s running an oil pump. This will 
turn the oil pump off and instantly turn the bike into running fuel only out of the fuel tank. 

 



Step 3: Use the supplied cable-ties to cable tie it out of the way so it does not get caught on 
anything. You can either use the clutch cable, or even the inside of the frame. 

 

That is all done! If you want to remove the line from the oil pump to the engine, or even remove the 
whole tank completely, we have included some block-off bungs to enable you to block it off at 
certain sections depending how you want to set it up. The plugs supplied will do either end of the 
hose if removed, and there’s a cap for the elbow coming off the oil tank. 

 

If you want to leave the stock oil tank in position and not un-plug anything, that is perfectly fine. 
As soon as this resistor plug is connected, your oil pump WILL NOT turn on. Please ensure you are 

running premix if you have this plugged in (we recommend 50:1).  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FAQ/ 

Troubleshooting: 

 
Where do I mount the power valve breather? 
We accidently missed this on our instructions, but we mount it on the right hand side of the 
bike against the inner side of the frame where the pipe and muffler connect together. Ensure 
the hose is not touching the exhaust otherwise it will melt. We will be updating the 
video/instructions to suit soon 

Can I revert my injectors back to the stock location after getting my ECU flashed with a 
TSP IRK tune? 
Yes, although it is not optimal and won't be as powerful/smooth as running the injectors in 
the updated location with the updated tune, you can safely move the injector back to the 
standard location with this new mapping. 

How come both of my injectors are firing, I thought the one in the intake doesn't fire 
unless under load? 
When in colder situations, or when the bike is cold, both injectors will fire in the warming up 
process. Once up to temp, the intake injector should only fire under load. If this is not the 
case, please double check to ensure your injector wire colours are correct. Although you may 
have plugged the injector plug back into the same injector spot you pulled it from, sometimes 
from factory they can (rarely) be plugged around the opposite way. Ensure you check the 
colours of your injector plugs. 

Do I need a TSP Billet head to run the Injector Relocation Kit? 
No, but you will get a definitely benefit in added throttle smoothness with our head design 

I have one of your power kits with your TSP power kit tune, do I need an updated TSP 
IRK tune to run your IRK? 
To receive the full benefit of the relocation we highly recommend update to our new TSP 
IRK tune. This new tune has new injection phasing for the new location, as well as a few 
other changes. You can safely run the injection relocation kit on your current power kit tune, 
but it will not be optimal and it will be much more beneficial to get the new TSP IRK tune to 
suit. 

150TPI models and 250/300 2018-2019 Models MUST run our TSP IRK tune otherwise your 
bike will not run correctly. 150TPI's have reversed phasing to other models, and the 2018-
2019's will run too lean. 

Do I need an oil pump delete kit? 
No, the kit will run perfectly without it. This being said, if you want to run Pre-mix, you will 
need the oil pump delete kit. 



Can I complete remove my oil tank after fitting the oil pump delete kit? 
Yes you can, but note that your oil level light will come on. Our resistor tricks the ECU into 
thinking that your oil pump is running, but it does not have control over the oil level light. 
Some customers remove the bulb from this, other's just leave it lit up. 

Can I run the oil pump delete kit with the injectors in the stock location? 
No, you will starve the bottom end of your bike and damage your engine. You will need to 
use any type of injector relocation kit with this kit where the injectors are relocated out of the 
cylinder. 

What fuel ratio do you recommend with pre-mix? 
This is ultimately up to yourself, but we run our bikes at 50:1. 

 

Please check the website for more Q&A that may not be updated on this document. 


